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ED IT OR IAL D EP AR T M EN T NOT E
For ma n y y ea r s t he wor k o f t he indu str ia l a c cou nta nt ha s be en u ndergoing a process of evolution. Cost accounting, originally developed for the purpose of determining historical manufa cturing costs,
is en teri ng m ore a nd more into the fields of cost control a nd fina ncia l
planning. T his does not mean that the calculation and accumulation
of historical costs are being neglected, but ra ther that the industrial
accountant is finding new u ses for these historica l costs in controlling
present opera tions and in planning for the future. Wh er e the cost
accountant of the past was satisfied with the determination of unit
production cost, the industrial accountant of the present is devoting
more and more attention to standard costs, budgetary control, and
pre - planning. In these a ctivities he is greatly a ssisted by his previou s
experience with historical costs, for t here ca n b e no bett er gu ide a s to
wha t to ex pe ct of th e pr ese nt a nd wh a t to p la n for in t he fu tu re th a n
the accumulated experience of t he p a st.
Much has been learned since the accountant entered these newer
fields. T he present depression period has been especially fruitfu l in
this respect. As a result of the lesson taught by h a rd times, the a ccou nt a nt ha s a dopt ed a more realistic a ttitude towa rd fu tu re pla nning
and cost control. T o u se a n example, he has come to realize that in
an industrial concern a budget should be something more than a list
of a ppropria tions which cannot be exceeded. He h a s fo u n d th a t to b e
most u sefu l it m u st be a flexible pla n o r progr a m for t he peri od covered, su bject to cha nge as conditions cha nge. He ha s fou nd bu dgeta ry
procedure valuable not because of its use to limit expenditures, but
because of its value in indicating where planned performance has
fallen down and where it has succeeded. This has required the development of flexible budgets, of budgets that are, in effect, self revising. It is in connection with this type of bu d get tha t o u r a rticle
for this month is most interesting.
Considerable has been written in recent years about the necessity
for distinguishing between variable, semi - variable and non- variable
costs, and the desirability of forecasting the amount of each expense
for each volume of production or sale. But relatively little has been
said about the detailed procedure for arriving at these amou nts, the
importance of past figures in mak ing the calculations, and the need
for a dju sting figu res ba sed on pa st experience for a ll advanced information which is likely to modify fu tu re results. T he article in this
Bu lletin is concerned with ju st this sort of thing.
T he au thor of this article is Pa ul W . Pink erton, whose na me a nd
repu ta tion a re k nown to most of ou r rea ders. A gr a d u a te o f th e Un iversity of Chicago, Mr . Pink erton spent several yea rs in civil engineering a nd field su rvey work before entering the field of pu blic a ccounting. After nine years in public practice as a member of firms
in Indianapolis and Chicago, he became Controller of the Ainsworth
Ma nu fa cturing Corporation. H e is at present Resident Pa rt ner of
Ha sk ins & Sells in Pittsbu rgh. Mr. Pink erton h a s served a s Director
and is now Vi ce President of ou r Pittsburgh Cha pter. H e wa s for merly President of the Indiana Association of Certified Public Accountants and of the America n Society of Certified Pu blic Accounta nts.
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A STEP -BY -STEP APPROACH TO TH E PREDETERM INATIO N O F P RO FIT AT VAR Y ING VO LUM ES
By Paul W. Pinkerton , Partner,
Haskins & Sells, Pittsburgh, Pa.
MANUFACTURING business which makes a net profit of
A 9-7
o of sales when those sales amount to
is of course
$600 ,000

unlikely to net as much as 6ofo when the volume is cut in half. In
fact, an actual net loss may be sustained without any reflection on
the efficiency of the operating heads. The problem of predetermination of profit at varying volumes is the problem of determining in advance what the net profit or loss is likely to be at any
volume which may be obtained.
The ordinary approach to the solution of this problem has the
disadvantage of seeming to involve many complications and a considerable amount of detail work. Its terminology alone is such as
to frighten away all novitiates except the most intrepid, and in its
practical application it gives the impression of requiring the services of outside experts or the organization of a department which
will have to labor for many months before it can present much
which will be of value to management.
Furthermore, the expected value of a predetermination based
on so much preliminary work is ordinarily extremely difficult to sell
to management, largely for the reason that so much of the terminology and so many of the basic concepts are utterly unfamiliar
to the man whose acquaintance with accounting is based on its reports rather than on its methods, with the result that he becomes
utterly bewildered long before a presentation of the theory can
be completed.
Use of a Step -By -Step Approach
I am neither condemning nor belittling the work of those who
carry predetermination procedures to a point of high scientific exactness, nor would I be understood as suggesting a substitute for
methods which in an involved business must themselves be involved if the most accurate results are to be obtained. One must,
however, recognize the fact that the standard installation for purposes of profit predetermination, when looked at in prospect, in753
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variably appears to be a formidable thing. I am propounding the
theory that, in cases where this formidability is so great as to seem
to outweigh the advantages, there is a step -by -step method of moving toward the ultimate goal which homeopathically minimizes the
complications which look so great in the preview of the completed
whole.
When an outside expert is called in to direct an installation of
this type he is ordinarily expected to produce a finished job with
all the features necessary to make his work function under the
conditions and viewpoints found to exist in the particular engagement. If he stopped with less than a finished piece of work he
would be subject to grave criticism.
Such an expert, however, is not employed until the need for his
services is definitely seen by management. In many organizations
such a need exists and is recognized by the accounting executive,
but is not felt by higher executives because they cannot visualize
the aid which they will receive from such an installation. My
effort in this article will be directed toward presenting an approach
to this problem from the standpoint of the accounting executive
who wishes to make his department more of a factor in managerial
control but knows that he dare not increase his force until he has
proved that such an increase will make for economy rather than
added expense. Such a man is usually extremely busy, but like all
busy men has time for a little added work. This is always true
of the man I have in mind —the type who would endeavor to develop the functions of his department.
Such a man may have in front of him some of the elaborate
studies on cost and profit predetermination, but as presented they
involve doing too much all at once. He has to lay them aside for
the two reasons that he himself has not enough time in which to
put them into practice and that they involve too expensive an effort
before results can be noticed. This is entirely because such studies
are worked out to provide the ultimately finished job all at once.
Let us try to look at the problem from the standpoint of this
man, who, because of limitations of time, experience, and expense,
must make his installation, step -by -step, over a period running into
a couple of years or longer. What do we find?
We learn, first, that profit predetermination need not be deep,
detailed, or complicated. We learn that the accountant of whom

754
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we are speaking, who has neither time nor personnel to attempt
two years' work in a month, but who wishes to make his department more useful to management, can introduce profit predetermination gradually in such a way that each step by itself will be an
aid to management, and, most important of all, will help to create
a demand for the succeeding steps so that the accountant may grow
in usefulness and at the same time obtain the slight additional help
he will need to extend the plan to the point of greatest service.

Types of Costs
In starting work of this nature he must first recognize that all
costs fall into one or another of three groups: they are either variable, semi - variable, or non - variable.
The best examples of variable costs are the direct items of materials and productive labor, which ordinarily vary directly with
the amount of production and bear a constant relation to it. In the
same category will be found certain overhead items, such as many
manufacturing supplies.
At the other extreme are the non - variable costs, such as taxes
and other so- called fixed charges, executive salaries, and the salaries of key - employes who must be retained if the organization is
to be held intact. These are all costs which do not vary with the
volume.
Between these two groups will be found the great mass of costs;
items which vary with the volume but not in direct proportion to
the variance in volume; items which can be reduced as volume is
reduced but cannot be eliminated even with no volume unless the
business is completely closed down. Postage expense, for example, is lighter in most businesses when volume is reduced, but
the decrease is by no means in proportion to the reduction in volume, because there will be nearly as many mailings of invoices, etc.,
although they will not represent as many dollars of sales. Similarly, although not to so great a degree, cartage -out costs will seldom decline in full proportion to sales; the number of shipments
will not be reduced to the same extent as will be the weight of the
shipments.
Telephone expense will be reduced with a decline in volume, but
not in proportion, because the number of calls will not drop proportionately and also because of that minimum - service constant
755
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which constitutes such a large part of all telephone bills. In the
same way, electric power expense cannot be kept proportionate to
output, because of starting and stopping wastes, because also of
the minimum charge and the fact that lower consumption is usually at higher rates, and because so frequently one motor drives
several devices, with an undue power cost if part of them are
running idly.
In the salary field the same conditions are found. Foremanship cost can seldom be reduced in proportion to volume, because
the foreman is needed even when the size of the gang is greatly reduced (unless it is considered wise to consolidate gangs). This
lack of wide variance in foremanship costs is especially pronounced
if the foremen are paid on a weekly or monthly basis so that their
pay continues at the full rate even if their gangs are working short
hours.
A reduction in volume of sales ordinarily means little reduction
in the volume of work in a purchasing department. There are just
about as many purchases, although of course they are smaller in
size. Quotations must be asked for and entered on almost the
same number of items, although the quantities will be smaller.
The same principle holds true in the accounting department.
Nearly as many invoices, for both purchases and sales, will be
handled as with the larger volume, although the dollars involved
will be fewer. There will usually be almost the same number of
reconcilements and the full quota of trial balances and reports.
While there is a variance with volume in all of these semi -variable costs, that variance is not as wide for some as for others. The
variance of accounting department salaries with volume is slight,
but the variance of salvage department wages with volume is
extreme.
To the extent to which semi - variable costs change with the
volume of business, they are variable; to the extent to which they
do not change, they are non - variable. Each semi - variable item,
therefore, consists of a non - variable element and a variable element. The relative part played by each of these elements must and
can be determined, whereupon the semi- variable items will be expressed in terms of non - variable and variable elements only. When
the semi - variable items have been split properly between the vari-
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able and the non - variable groups, all costs will be expressed as
variable or non - variable
It is then possible to set a standard of performance at any volume of business by which, with proper adjustments for special
conditions existing at a particular time, the amount of cost, direct
and indirect, manufacturing, selling and administrative, required
for any expected volume may be predetermined with a surprising
degree of accuracy, and the profit or loss foretold with equal assurance.

A First Step
All of the foregoing remarks are trite, but perhaps an analysis
of the specific steps in such a procedure will be of practical value.
How does one go about the task of actually making such a predetermination of profit?
Let it be clearly understood at the outset that every initial procedure suggested will later be refined to make it more accurate, but
at the same time let it be understood also that each of these unpolished, unrefined procedures is itself a step in the right direction,
furnishing information of value.
The simplest way of starting the analysis of costs for volume variance is to take a sheet of cross - section graph paper for each
expense account on the books, and chart thereon the expenses of
each month for the most recently closed fiscal year. Let us assume the following conditions, on which our study will be based:

Totals

.........
$5,718,200
........

2

$5,434

757

$22,789

Cash
Discounts Property
Allowable Ta x e s
9,205
3,924
3,544
10,310
11965
3,924
13,159
3,797
14,022
3,924
10,984
3,797
4,810
5,765
5,770
5,765
5,533
5,579
3,403
5,765
3,680
5,579
2,361
5,765
$

$

$

Sales
606,098
629,701
724,340
809,569
728,968
575,441
282,492
358,770
384,041
239,667
184,115
194,998

$

$

Month
Ja nua ry
Februa ry ..........
.........
Ma rch
April ...........
Ma y .............
Ju ne .............
July .............
Au gu.
st.............
...........
September
........
October
...........
November
December ........

TeleAc phone
counting
and
DepartTelegraph ment
Expense Salaries
554
1,891
541
1,651
542
19 58
2,0 6
559
508
1,975
499
1,976
383
1,875
379
1,817
424
1,955
362
1,925
337
1,879
346
1,861

$95,202

$57,128
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Figure i shows a common method of plotting the amounts of
telephone and telegraph expense shown, always interesting and
sometimes useful, but valueless for our present purposes. The
presentation of accounting data in such a way as to show merely
history without indicating the lessons to be drawn therefrom is entirely unworthy of the modern accountant. There are many better
ways of presenting the same data, each of which has its use.

Correlating Expense With Sales Volume
For our present purposes, the method shown in Figure 2 is desirable. The vertical scale represents, as before, dollars of telephone and telegraph expense; the horizontal scale represents, instead of the consecutive months shown in Figure i, units of volume. For the present, dollars of monthly sales are used as the
measure of this volume for all selling, administrative, and general
expenses.
Our assumed monthly schedule of telephone and telegraph expense showed $554 of expense in January, with $6o6,o98 of sales.
At the point on the chart where the horizontal line representing
this amount of expense meets the vertical line representing this
volume of sales we place a dot surrounded by a circle to make the
dot more easily visible. This dot indicates not so much that the

on
Cost

Jan Feb

Mar Apr May Jun Jul

Lug

$6,00

5,000

4,000

3,001
Telephone and Telegraph
Figure 1.
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telephone and telegraph expense was $554 in January as that this
expense was $554 for $6o6,o98 of sales.
Similarly we place a dot at the intersection of the $541 expense
line with the $629,701 sales line to indicate the February expense.
Note that in this month the expense was less although the sales
went up.
The other ten dots are then placed in the same manner. When
they are all placed, the dots representing the various months will
appear, from left to right, not in the chronological order of the
months (as in Figure 1), but in the order of sales volume: November, December, October, July, August, September, June, January, February, March, May, April.
Although the thoroughly natural trend of increase in expense
as the sales volume increases is clearly defined, a curve indicating
the trend would not start at zero of expense for a zero of sales.
This means that there is a fixed minimum of cost, a
variable
factor, which must be ascertained. Anyone at all acquainted with
commercial operations will understand why this is so.
The next step is to ascertain the amount of this non - variable
factor. In these primary steps which we are taking it is sufficient
to lay a straight edge — preferably a transparent one —along the
dots in such a way as to project, as exactly as possible, the trend
which they show. To my eye this straight edge crosses the zero
line of sales at $285 ; if to your eye it crosses slightly above or
slightly below that point I shall not argue with you. This amount
of $285 is, then, the non - variable element in the semi - variable item
of telephone and telegraph expense.
What is the purely variable element, each semi - variable cost being
made up of a non - variable and a variable element? The total expense for the year was $5434• The non - variable expense was $285
per month or $3,420 for the year. The variable expense was the
balance of $2,014. This amount divided by the year's sales volume
Of $5,718,200 indicates a variable element of .0352% of sales, and
the normal telephone and telegraph expense at any monthly volume
of sales is $285 plus .0352% of that volume of sales. At $9oo,000
of monthly sales it will be $602. Placing a guide mark on the chart
at the intersection point of $602 of expense with $9oo,000 of sales
we can draw our line or standard between that guide mark at the
right and the $285 of expense at zero sales on the left.
760
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Extent and Importance of Possible Error

At $285
0.35270
of Sales
$320
355
391
426
461
496
531
567
602
637

+

Monthly
Sales
100,000
200,000
300,000
400,000
500,000
600,000
700,000
800,000
900,000
1,000,000

+

Note that the guide point at the right end of the line is always
determined by mathematical calculation after the point of zero
sales is determined by eye. The actual drawing of the line often
shows an error in the first eye- determination. For example, after
seeing the line as drawn, some might prefer to have the zero -sales
point dropped lower, so as to hit closer to the December and October dots. This, of course, would increase the variable percentage
and raise the point at the right extremity of the line.
Suppose, on the other hand, that the low point had been placed
higher, say at $298. The variable percentage in this case would
have been .032570 of sales. The following table shows how little
difference in the predetermined expense there would have been at
certain different volumes:
At $298
0.0325%
of Sales
$330
363
395
428
460
493
525
558
590
623

Difference
$10
8
4
2
1
3
6
9
12
14

It will be noticed that in the area of most experience— between
and $730,000 of monthly sales —the differences are small.
This shows that reasonable care to locate the zero -sales point and
absolute arithmetical accuracy thereafter will give as close results
as will the use of higher mathematics in locating the zero -sales
point.
It may be well to stop a minute to discuss the meaning of this
zero -sales point. It must not be understood to mean that we will
necessarily have that much expense if we shut down, because in a
definite shut -down of any length we could remove many of our
telephones, cancel our power contract, lay off much of our monthly
help, and eliminate many charges which are somewhat fixed when
we are operating. The non - variable element in a semi - variable expense is not by this method correctly determined for a complete

$i8 o,0 00
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shut -down, but if there is to be any operation at all the amount
found as suggested can be depended upon to indicate what it is
intended to indicate: the non - variable base on which the variable
factor is added. If however, the whole scale of our operations is
permanently changed, we cannot depend on experience acquired
under the previous scale of operations, because our executives will
(I hope) amend all their processes to suit the changed conditions.

Accounting Department Salaries— Another Illustration
Let us next consider another item of semi - variable expense, this
time one which has a much smaller variable element; accounting
department salaries. The monthly amounts given in our basic assumption are plotted in Figure 3. Proceeding as before, we determine by eye a fixed minimum of $i,84o per month, ascertain
that the variable element is .012470 of sales and that at $900,000
the expense based on average experience will be $1,952, and draw
our line from $1,84o at zero of sales to $1,952 at $9oo ,000 of sales.
There are two interesting points in connection with this line.
First, it will be noticed that in two months the actual expense was
less than the $1,840 which by eye we determined to be the non variable base at any operating volume: February expense was only
$1,651 and August was $1,817. While we should always look into
the reasons for such conditions, we should not permit them to
disturb us unduly. February was low in cost because it is a short
month and the pay -base in this case is the week rather than the
month. August expense was down because the accounting department, following the big drop in sales from $809,569 in April to
$282,492 in July, was reduced numerically to too low a level, a
reduction which, it was found, could not be maintained. This
very fact in reference to August shows that the $1,817 of expense
in that month should not compel us to establish the non - variable
base as low as that amount.
Experience in dealing with charts of this kind shows that the
fact that one month's amount would actually be lower than the
zero -sales point must not be considered material in the determination of that point, as cases will often arise in which the actual
experience of an individual month seems entirely out of line, even
to the extent of being below the so- called non - variable base. If
the primary purpose of this work were to determine the irre-
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ducible minimum of monthly expense, this question would have
to be looked at differently, but the purpose is to predetermine
the probable total expense, and the separation into non - variable
and variable is only a working tool to that end.
The second point of interest in Figure 3 is casual rather than
important; almost all of the monthly dots are above the line which
we located by mathematics. This is due, of course, to the extreme lowness of the February point, which in itself counterbalances most of the smaller variations above the line.
Combining the Figures
The other two accounts whose monthly figures were presented
do not require charting, although until one has had some experience at work of this kind it is well to chart all accounts in order
to be able to visualize their effects on profits.
Cash discounts allowable, as ordinarily given in commercial
practice, have no non - variable element. They vary with the sales,
although not always directly so because discounts offered and taken
may vary. A norm is an average rate, in this case 1.66495' of
sales. Note that this is the first expense which we have not expressed as a certain number of dollars per month plus a per cent
of sales. If the account were charted the zero -sales point should
be at zero of expense.
The last item to be used as an example is property taxes. If
you wonder why the variance between months in the last column
of our table, let us assume that the great difference between the
two halves of the year results from a considerable increase in the
levy for a new tax year starting July 1, and that the small variation between individual months results from the fact that the
accountant has prorated his assessment by days, so that February,
for example, has only 28/31 as much expense as January.
Taxes of this type vary not at all in proportion to sales. The
only way of expressing the cost for the year in question is to say
that it was $4,76o.67 per month, with no percentage of variable
element. The condition is the diametrical opposite of that found
in the case of discounts allowable, where there is a percentage element but no non - variable amount. The heavy line on a chart
should be exactly horizontal.
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In summary of these four items we have obtained:
Telephone and telegraph expense $ 285 per month plus .03521110 of sales
Accounting department sales..... 1,840 per month plus .0124010 of sales
Cash discounts allowable..........
1.664911/c of sales
P r op e r t y t a x e s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,761 per month
Tot a l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$6,886 per month plus 1.7125010 of sales

For simplification of the example I am proposing to treat cash
discounts allowable as an item in selling, administrative, and general expense. In practice that item as well as every other would
be classified where it normally is on the organization's card of
accounts.
If these four items constituted all of the selling, administrative
and general expense group, the total of that type of expense could
be expressed as the sum of these items, namely $6,886 per month
Plus 1.7125% of sales. Let us prove this. The year's total of the
four items is, from our assumed figures, $180,553• Twelve times
our non - variable of $6,886 per month is $82,632. Subtracting
this from the total expense of $180,553 leaves us $97,921 of variable expense, which, it will be found, is the specified 1.7125°fo of
sales. This proof should always be made.
Arriving at a Net Profit Formula
For a merchandising rather than a manufacturing business the
full predetermination of profit can be obtained in just this way,
but a manufacturing business offers special problems which we
shall have to consider separately. The merchandising side is common, however, to both types of business, and it may be well to
follow through at this point from the standpoint of the merchandising company.
Accounting figures may be compilations of clever mathematical
work, but unless they have practical value as an aid in the making
of profits the time spent on them has been wasted. Let us see,
then, what we have when this procedure has been followed for all
accounts, and of what use can be made of this information.
We have a profit and loss statement formula which can be applied to any volume of business. An example of such a statement
in condensed form is:
765
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Per

/c

Dollars
Cent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . F o r m u l a s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Net sales.... $5,718,200 100.0% 100.00000 of sales
Cost of goods
s ol d . . . . . . . 2,974,167 52.0
52.01239o' of sales
Gross profit.. $2,744,033 48.0% 47.9877% of sales
Se ll in g, administrative,
and general
expenses . . 2,661,955 46.6
29.74859o' of sales plus $80,073 per month
82,078
36,132

Net profit before income
tax . . . . . . . $ 118,210

Use

of These

1.4% 18.2392% of sales less $80,073 per month
.6%

3,011 per month

2.0% 18.23920
/c

Operating
profit . . . . . $
Net pon -operating income

of sales less $77,062 per month

Figures

The calculations end with net profit before income tax because
the formula for the tax, if expressed in terms of sales, would be
cumbersome. It is much easier to calculate the tax as a separate
deduction from the income before tax.
This concern made only 2% net before income tax
hardly a
satisfactory showing. The formula shows, however, that for each
additional dollar of sales which might be developed without abnormal cost there would be i8c. of additional profit, because the
non - variable profit is 18.247o of the sales. The net $77,o62 of
non - variable monthly overhead which reduced the 18,
7o to an actual
has
been
fully
absorbed
in
the
present
volume
of sales and
2°fo
will have no further effect. On the other hand, a reduction of
one million dollars in the sales would have reduced the profit
$182,392, which would have turned the profit into a loss. Such
information is, of course, essential in budgeting.
From such a formula as has been worked out it is easy to determine the break -even point. if the net profit before income tax
is 18.2392tlo of the sales less $77,o62 per month, the break -even
point will be that amount of monthly sales of which 18.2392%
is $77,o62. Dividing $77,o62 by 18.23927o, we have $422,507•
To find the net profit at this volume, multiply the volume by
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and subtract $77,062. The answer is zero. This means
of monthly sales the profit has been sufficient to
that at
absorb both the variable expenses on that volume of sales, and
the non - variable expense, which is the same for all volumes.
Every dollar of sales above this amount will therefore produce
18c. of net profit; every dollar of sales below this amount will
18c. of net loss.
From the information thus obtained we
mean
easily work out any desired profit expectations:
18.23929'o

$42 2,5 07

Expected Result
Loss $103,980
Loss
12,784
Break -even
Profit 78,412
Profit 118,210
Profit 169,608
$

Annual Sales Volume
$4,500,000
5,000,000
5,070,084
5,500,000
5,718,200
6,000,000

Let us check this last calculation. If $6,000,000 of sales were
divided evenly throughout the year, $500 ,000 to each month, we
would make 1 / 1 2 of the total profit each month, or $ 14 134• By
our other calculation we should make a net 1 8 . 2 3 9 2 % of all our
monthly sales over $422,507. This percentage of $77,493, the
difference between $500 ,00o and $422,507, is $14,134, 1/12 of

$16g,6o8.
While we have spoken of the utility of profit - predetermination
in budgeting, it is not for the advance knowledge of probable
profit or loss that it is valuable. The real aid to profit- making
comes in the pre - knowledge of what, based on experience and
expected changes therein, the expenses should amount to for
whatever volume may be reached.
Past Experience Must be Modified by Other Valuable Information
This may be a good place to bring out a point which I have
postponed discussing, namely that the average of past experience
is valuable in forecasting only to the extent that no better information is available. At the same time, while of not the greatest
value in forecasting unless adjusted in the light of known changes
in conditions, a comparison with experience is decidedly of value
as a measure of accomplishment. Consider the following scattered
items from a schedule intended to show such comparisons:
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MONTH OF APRIL

Actual
Item
Expense
Property taxes . . . . . . . . . . $5,579
Executive salaries . . . . . . .
3,333
Traveling expense . . . . . .
2,112

Previous Year's
Average
Experience for
Same.Volume Saving or Excess
$4,761
$818
4,1 7
$834
159
2,271
6

The first item on the above schedule is taken from the figures
with which our discussion started. The value of showing it
monthly on such a schedule as this (prepared for April of the
following year) is to bring constant attention to the fact that
the increase in property taxes is costing us $818 a month, and
also to explain to that extent why profits are not what they might
be.
The other items show that the cut in executive salaries saved
us $834 and that our battle on traveling expense seems, in this one
month at least, to have been effective to the extent of $ 1 59•
Used in this way the comparison with average experience at
the same volume furnishes a sort or standard by which to measure
the itemized expense of each month. Given any monthly volume
of business, it is possible and valuable to compare the actual expenses with the calculated norms for that volume, setting down
savings and excesses to come to a figure which represents the
difference between the month's actual profit and the month's "experience" profit at the actual vole ne. The value to management
of a schedule of this type, delivered promptly is likely to be under-estimated.
Example of Use of Advance Information
For purposes of forecasting actual results, however, effect
should be given to all available information as to probable changes
from average experience. Referring to the matter of tax expense,
for example, our basic assumed figures showed at the middle of
the year a material change in the monthly charge -off. The figures
developed so far have been based on the average of the two
monthly rates. If the formula is to be used for purposes of forecasting, this would be unintelligent. All averages, which constitute a good starting point, must for forecasting be recast in the
light of changed conditions. In this case our knowledge that the
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tax expense will be a certain amount requires us to adjust our
formula throughout to give effect to that change. Similarly,
knowledge of salary changes would demand alteration of the
formula.
The same schedule of three selected items, as adjusted for forecasting purposes, might appear as follows when combined with
the actual results later obtained:
MON TH OF APRIL

Item
Property ta xes . . . . . . . . .
Execu tive sa la ries
Tra veling expense . . . . . . .

Previous Year's
Average Experience
f or Same
Volume, Adjusted
Actual
for Known or
Expense Expected Changes .Saving or Excess
$5,579
3,333
2,112

$5,579
3,333
2,001

$111

......
The expense for property taxes and executive salaries was, of
course, known in advance. The figures on traveling expense show
that in contrast with the unadjusted comparison of previous year's
experience our battle on traveling expense was not as successful
as we had expected.
Budgets Should Be Flexible and Self - Revising
In establishing attainable budget figures at varying volumes our
experience expressed in terms of formulas is most helpful. I
have listened with considerable lack of sympathy to a great number
of discussions as to how often budgets should be revised. A
budget should, for most purposes, be self- revising. In other words,
it should be based on formulas which automatically adjust the
expense allotment to the work required in handling the volume
which is obtained. In many matters, of course, that is not possible.
Two examples are in the initiation of advertising campaigns and in
extensive repairs, but in most purely current matters, which do
not create what is a charge to future operations in effect even if
not so recognized on the books of account, the self- adjusting budget has many more uses than has one whose entire accuracy
hinges on the realization of an arbitrarily established volume figure.
In some organizations this principle has been developed to a
high level. For example, it may be determined that a certain
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battery of machines needs no helpers if the output is less than
pieces per day, that when the output is between r,000 and
3,000 pieces one helper is needed, that between 3,000 and 6,000
pieces two helpers will be required, etc. A graph showing these
conditions is in the form of a series of steps, and furnishes forecasting information which is of extreme value in those organizations which have turned the results of such studies into absolute
rules from which no foreman may deviate without special dispensation based on unusual circumstances.
i,000

Application to Cost

of

Manufacture

Our discussion so far has been limited to selling, administrative, and general expense. Without further elaboration it cannot
ordinarily be applied to cost of manufacture, because cost of
manufacture does not vary with sales except when the sales are
made uniformly with production. Under certain circumstances,
however, the method presented may with accurate results be applied to all the items of cost of manufacture, including labor, material, and expense. These circumstances exist:
( i ) When the concern manufactures only to customers' orders
and bills in the month of manufacture, so that the cost of manufacture is incurred directly in the sales billed and is unaffected
by fluctuations in inventories of finished goods.
( 2 ) When, even though the above condition does not exist,
the sales value of manufactured products is readily determinable,
in which case this value, the "production sales," would be used in
constructing cost formulas rather than the actual sales.
When neither of these conditions is found, another standard
than sales billed should be found, although it is generally true
that a poor standard is better than none at all. In such cases all
the charts and formulas for the items entering into cost of manufacture will be related to another unit, perhaps productive labor
dollars, instead of to sales dollars, and our formulas for manufacturing costs will be expressed in terms of dollars for the non variable element plus a percentage of productive labor dollars for
the variable element. Further refinement might suggest, instead of
productive labor dollars, the use of productive labor hours, or
machine hours, or perhaps some other base, depending on a decision as to which is the best standard of measure under the cir770
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cumstances governing the operations of the concern in question.
Where standard costs are in use, perhaps standard productive
hours constitute the most dependable basis of comparison. If
hours of any kind are used, the formulas will be in terms of
fixed dollars for the non - variable element, plus, for the variable
element, dollars per whatever kind of hour is selected.
Treatment of Expenses Which Do Not Vary with Sales Volume
Before leaving finally the subject of the plotting of expenses,
let us consider accounts which are likely to have no relation to
sales or to production, such as bad debts charged directly to expense, and such as repairs to machinery.
A formula for bad debts treated in this way would be hard to
devise, because the expectancy would depend on prior rather than
future sales. Somewhat similarly it is entirely possible that the
expense of repairs to machinery may increase as production diminishes, because the work of repairing may be postponed until
less busy times. Assuming for repairs to machinery the amounts
plotted in Figure 4, it is evident that there is no real basis for
determining by eye the amount of the non - variable element, if one
exists. The particular controller who was working with the figures decided that the line shown, best averaged the experience
of his company. In making that decision he was guided by the
fact that despite the erratic tendencies the months of highest production seemed over a period of years to show, as in this case, the
highest repair costs. Another controller might have said that a
non - variable monthly average of $2,025 was as close a general forecast as might be made. Still another controller would have made
an analysis of the account to determine the regularly recurring
charges, such as the monthly charge for elevator servicing, and
would have used the total of these as the non - variable element,
determining the variable element therefrom.
In cases such as these, where perhaps the best way of determining the charge against profit would be through the establishment
of a reserve (recognized as thoroughly proper in the case of bad
debts but less generally accepted in the case of repairs), only good
judgment applied to the individual case can properly dictate what
should be done.
If the list of manufactured products shows a considerable
771
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variety, with constant fluctuations in their relative percentages, or
if there are other conditions which tend to upset any broad standard of relationship, it will be necessary to expand the suggested
processes departmentally so as to be able to relate costs directly
to the product involved. In any such case it would be my recommendation to the accounting officer making his own installation
of this type that he start as if this problem did not exist, developing his charts and formulas on the one broad base selected
and applying them at first to all products as a single group, and
that the matter of refinement for greater accuracy follow as a
later development. It has been my experience that only in this
way can the task be kept from seeming initially too big for the
amount of time available for it.
In any event, wherever manufacture proceeds at a rate which
differs from sales, the summary schedules for cost of manufacture
must be entirely separate from the profit and loss statement, but
will be in exactly the same form as schedules of selling, administrative, and general expense and should be used in exactly the same
way. From an accounting standpoint they will tie in with the
cost of manufacture, before inventory change, rather than with
the cost of goods sold, which is after inventory change.
To many this may seem elementary. It was my planned intention to remain within the realm of fundamentals —to present only
an approach to a problem which is subject to as great refinement
as may prove to be worth while. Just these fundamental steps
will help many businesses which would never deliberately start
out to attain the utmost in this field. With all our use of standard
costs and formal budgets, we have made of some of our accounting a formidable thing which almost demands an altar and human
sacrifices. Many executives have longed in vain for some such
simple guide -post as the method suggested, and in it may have
found the key to control which they have needed.

Accuracy Attainable
It may be well to stop for a minute to discuss the question of
the accuracy of the results which this method will give. If the
work is intelligently done and the volumes are within the customary range on which the formulas were based, the final net profit
predetermination and total cost of manufacture predetermination
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are likely to be almost startlingly accurate, although in the supporting schedules there will be many wide discrepancies of individual items. A sudden large increase in volume usually gives
much greater profit than will be indicated or can subsequently
be maintained for that same increased volume, because an organization can temporarily expand its possibilities of accomplishment
under stress whereas a continuance of that effort will require
additional personnel. In the same way, a sudden large decrease
in volume will result in less profit than would be indicated, because
it takes a certain amount of time and usually requires the making
of in- lieu -of- notice payments to cut personnel. After the organization has adjusted itself to the reduced volume the forecasts will
again become accurate.
It should be noted that when selling prices are reduced, it will
be the tendency for every cost to be above its standard for that
volume of dollar - sales, and vice versa. This indicates that a valuation refinement of the plan would involve the use of weighted
units rather than dollars of sales and of production. And it should
also be noted that the law of diminishing returns has not been
repealed— forecasts by this (or any other) method are reliable
only within or relatively close to the experience range on which
they are based.

Value for Cost Control
But it is not in the ability to forecast profits or losses that the
plan has its greatest value, although such forecasts will serve as
an invaluable stimulus to management by forcing on it the realization that action must be taken in certain matters. The greatest
value of the plan, however, results from an intelligent use of the
comparisons with experience in individual items in the supporting
schedules.
Foremanship at a certain volume of production can be had at
a certain monthly cost, the experience formulas show. Why is it
now costing more than that? A general salary increase accounts
for part of the difference, but where is the remainder? Telephone
expense at this volume should amount to so many dollars. Who
has become careless about the toll call cost? Without this method
the bills might have been recognized as high, but there was nothing to prove that they were high. By such formulas as these a
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Chicago wholesale house was started on a line of investigation
which eventually resulted in the discovery that a clerk was stealing
an average of over $50 of postage stamps a month.
There is one strange thing about the use of this method of
predetermining profits, and that is that those accounting executives
who have appended it to a highly developed cost and budgetary
set -up have found that it seemed to fulfill a separate place in
making figures useful to management, while those accountants
who use few of the refinements of costing and budgeting have generally found management highly appreciative of the help offered
by such a calculation.
Although this plan is far different from standard costs, which
are based on a certain normal or established volume, it constitutes a sort of standard in itself by presenting normal costs at
any volume. It forms a separately valuable service because of
the fact that it brings to immediate attention the expenses which
are high or low for the volume of business. Using the word
"standard" in this sense, the plan will suggest to a busy accounting executive how he can introduce profit predetermination and
overhead standards into his reports without increasing his personnel. Surprisingly little time is required for all that has been
proposed. One, or at the most, two days will cover a year's
charting for a first determination of standards; a day with a
calculating machine will establish and prove the formula for each
separate item. Thereafter the comparison of actual performance
with those standards, computed individually on each item in the
schedules, requires only two or three hours a month, and the results can easily be handed to management at the same time and
on the same sheets as the actual results.
Experience has shown to accountants who develop something
like this that management is going to find much use for the comparisons with these so- called standards, and after a few months
is going to urge the accountant to take steps toward further refinements. What is more important, when management has become
used to these comparisons and has seen how much more valuable
they can be made by carrying them farther, there will be a strong
inclination to provide the necessary personnel for the additional
work.
It has been a conviction of mine that the accountant who finds
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his department held down, curtailed, and treated as an unavoidable
expense or a necessary evil generally has only himself to blame.
He has not made himself an aid in the making of profits or its
corollary, the reduction of expenses. I have brought before you
one way in which accounting executives have made a start toward
overcoming this condition.
It is part of my psychology of accounting systematizing that
such work should, except in the most acute cases, be an evolution
rather than a revolution, and that the best way to persuade our
executives of the value of new methods is to give them a taste of
the results of those methods, applied on a small scale, so that they
themselves may see the advantages to accrue from the additional
work proposed. I assure you that it is much easier to perform
system work when management is enthusiastically behind the effort.
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